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1. Introduction

Biodegradable scaffolds, as key artificial devices widely used in tissue engineering, aim to provide a desirable micro-environment that allows neo-tissue to be generated properly for repairing and replacing damaged tissues or organs. As a fundamental premise in tissue engineering, scaffold should provide (a) host-tissue-like mechanical support for promoting neo-tissue growth and functioning [1]; (b) adequate porosity and permeability for nutrient delivery and metabolite removal [2]; and (c) a controllable degradation rate of scaffold matrix [3]. To assess these design requirements, substantial experimental studies have been conducted to explore the in vivo and in vitro behaviors for a range of porous scaffolds [4–7].

To improve the performance of tissue scaffolds, various material parameters, e.g. stiffness, porosity and permeability, have proven particularly crucial to determine the biomechanical environments within scaffold micro-architectures [5,8,9]. However, the optimal values of these parameters have not been consistently available yet [10]. On the one hand, increasing scaffold stiffness could lead to a potential decrease in porosity and permeability, which prevents the neo-tissue from proper ingrowth to the bulk of scaffolds. On the other hand, increasing scaffold porosity might lead to a higher permeability but the effective stiffness would be sacrificed. To compromise these competing criteria, multi-objective design optimization is essential to seek optimal scaffold architectures for promoting overall biological performance of scaffold. Following the success of topology optimization methods [11], increasing work has been carried out to develop various optimal scaffold architectures [12–15]. Nevertheless, for biodegradable scaffold, an initial optimal design may not guarantee the ideal characteristics due to continuous material degradation and neo-tissue ingrowth. It would be interesting to understand how the dynamic chemical (matrix degradation) and biological (tissue regeneration) evolutions affect the effective properties of scaffold architecture over the healing time.

Biodegradation is one of the key factors to determine the time-dependent performance of scaffolds. It has been recognized that there are two categories of polymeric degradation. The first is named as “surface” erosion, in which the degradation occurs mainly on the surface in contact with surrounding liquid, while the second
is named ‘bulk’ degradation that takes place throughout the whole material domain [16]. For some materials, e.g. sebacic acid (SA) and 1,3-bis(p-carboxyphenoxy)propane (CPP) the former dominates, while for some other materials (e.g. poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)) the latter dominates [17].

Although the concept that scaffolding material is expected to gradually disappear over time has been widely accepted, how to quantify the effect of degradation on tissue growth and how to control the degradation process to achieve the optimal regeneration outcome is still rather challenging [18,19]. The mechanical properties required by the host-tissue can be one of the most important criteria for scaffold micro-architectural design, whereas the degradation continuously decomposes polymer matrix and reduces the structural stiffness and strength, which may lead to a premature destruction or mechanical failure of scaffold. More importantly, for such commonly-used biodegradable polymers as PLA and PLGA, the hydroxyl end groups released from hydrolysis reaction can diffuse within the polymer matrix, which in turn is named material domain [16]. For some materials, e.g. sebacic acid (SA) and hydrolysis process is enhanced by the diffusion-controlled auto-hydrolysis [20–22]. Such size-effect could essentially alter the degradation pathway and dynamically change the mechanical environment within scaffold structure [22]. It is therefore crucial to understand how the matrix degradation affects the biomechanical capability of tissue-scaffold system for better promoting the regeneration outcome.

Mechanobiology, as a concept that biological process is regulated by mechanical signals, has attracted increasing attention over the recent years [23,24]. It is believed that biophysical stimulus plays a key role in regulating the tissue growth and remodeling process [25,26], which seems fairly promising in studying bone fracture healing [27,28] and tissue regeneration in porous scaffolds [29,30]. The mechano-regulatory model adopts mechanical strain and fluid flow to modulate cell differentiation and has shown considerable potential to capture the growth details of various cell phenotypes under different levels of biophysical stimuli [31]. Further developed by Byrne et al. [32], this method allows conducting the analyses in two different length scales: one in the scaffold level where mechanical and fluidic fields were analyzed through the poroelasticity model; the other one in cellular level where the proliferation and differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were simulated based on the correlation between the levels of mechano-regulatory stimuli and experimental data. More recently, Stopa et al. [33] also used this model to predict the cell response to mechanical fields within a collagen–glycosaminoglycan scaffold. Furthermore, vascularization was modeled by a lattice-based mechanobiological approach [34]. However, it remains unclear how the scaffold architecture and degradation could continuously alter the mechanical environment and consequently determine the tissue regeneration outcome.

This paper aims to explore the performance of different scaffold designs by assessing their capacities of stimulating neo-tissue growth in a biodegradation framework. Throughout this study, representative volume element (RVE) is extracted from scaffold as the design model, in which the periodic boundary conditions are applied to mimic the periodicity of scaffold micro-structure. A series of scaffold architectures are first designed in the RVE scale by using a multi-objective topology optimization procedure. A newly developed degradation model [22], in which the stochastic hydrolysis process is enhanced by the diffusion-controlled auto-catalysis, is adopted here. The scaffold subject to continuous degradation will further undergo the mechano-regulatory tissue regeneration model. As such, a time-dependent process of scaffold degradation and tissue ingrowth is modeled, which allows characterizing the dynamic evolutions of effective stiffness and permeability of tissue-scaffold systems by using the homogenization technique, thereby exploring the effect of scaffold micro-architectural design on tissue regeneration.

2. Methods

As the rapid development of solid free-form fabrication (SFF) technology [35], periodic scaffold architectures that comprise multiple base-cells (RVEs) attract significant attention due to their more controllable effective properties. In this paper, we would like to restrain our attention on this class of scaffold architectures; though the degradation and tissue ingrowth models are also applicable to other scaffolds consisted of random micro-structures.

2.1. Homogenization method and topology optimization formulation

From the structural point of view, the base-cell of scaffold micro-architecture typically has a much smaller length scale (~0.1–0.3 mm) than its macro-structure (~10–30 mm), with a size ratio around 100 or more. While in-vitro experiments showed that the biochemical environment of each base cell may differ from one location to another under a static condition, a relatively uniform environment can be created across all the base-cells, from boundary to core, under a proper dynamic condition [36], making the periodic ‘base-cell model’ applicable for tissue engineering. As a result, the homogenization technique can be employed to estimate the effective properties from the base-cell model. Specifically, the discretized form of effective (bulk or macroscopic properties of entire micro-architectural structure) elasticity and permeability can be expressed as [37]

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{ij}^\text{eff} &= \frac{1}{V} \sum_{x=1}^V \left( C_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \delta_{ij} C_{kk} \right) \\
\phi_{ij}^\text{eff} &= \frac{1}{V} \sum_{x=1}^V \phi_{ij}(\phi_{kk})\phi_{ij}(\phi_{jj})
\end{align*}
\]

where \( C_{ij}^\text{eff} \) and \( \phi_{ij}^\text{eff} \) are the effective elasticity and permeability tensors; \( \phi_{kk} \) and \( \phi_{ij}(\phi_{kk}) \) are the local stiffness and permeability matrices of element \( e \) as the functions of elemental density \( \phi_e \) (the fundamental design variable) [11], \( \phi_{ij}(\phi_{kk}) \) and \( \phi_{ij}^\text{eff} \) are the nodal displacements associated with the unit test strain \( \epsilon_{ii} \) and fluctuation strain field \( \epsilon_{ij}^\text{eff} \), respectively. \( \psi_e \) denotes the nodal velocity yielded from the stable Stokes flow solution [37]. Eqs. (1) and (2) allow assessing the effective (macroscopic) properties of materials directly from the base-cell (RVE) model (or namely the ‘direct homogenization’) [38].

To seek an optimal scaffold architecture for the stiffness and permeability criteria, a multi-objective topology optimization in terms of an inverse homogenization procedure can be applied [14,39], as

\[
\min \left( P^e - w_P w_d \right) = \sum_{e=1}^E \left( w_P C_{ij}^\text{eff} + w_d \phi_{ij}^\text{eff} \right)
\]

s.t. \[ \frac{N_{e=1} V^e \psi_{ij} \psi_{ij}}{V} \leq \psi_{ij} \leq \psi_e \leq \frac{V^e}{V} \]

where \( J \) denotes an aggregate objective function, and \( f_i \) and \( f_d \) are the stiffness and permeability objective functions, respectively, \( \psi_e \) is the constraint of volume fraction and \( \psi_{ij} \) is the constraint of homogenization.

2.2. Finite element model

To validate the above homogenization technique, the finite element software was employed to evaluate the macroscopic properties of periodic scaffolds. The homogenized stiffness matrix \( C_{ij}^\text{eff} \) and \( \phi_{ij}^\text{eff} \) are the effective stiffness and permeability tensors that represent the mechanical and fluidic properties for the entire scaffold structure, respectively, and can take the following matrix forms after introducing orthotropy,

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{ij}^\text{eff} &= \begin{bmatrix}
C_{xx} & C_{xy} & C_{xz} \\
C_{yx} & C_{yy} & C_{yz} \\
C_{zx} & C_{zy} & C_{zz}
\end{bmatrix} \\
\phi_{ij}^\text{eff} &= \begin{bmatrix}
P_x & 0 & 0 \\
0 & P_y & 0 \\
0 & 0 & P_z
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

For the symmetrical effective stiffness tensor \( C_{ij}^\text{eff} \), six diagonal values represent three normal components \( C_{xx}, C_{yy}, C_{zz} \) and three shear components \( C_{xy}, C_{yz}, C_{zx} \), respectively, which are the most vital parameters for reflecting mechanical characteristics of scaffold structure (the other six off-diagonal elements that contain Poisson’s ratios \( \nu \) are not discussed in this study); For the effective permeability tensor \( \phi_{ij}^\text{eff} \), only the components along the orthogonal axes are considered since the shear permeable modulus are extremely (often 10–30 times) lower in fluid than in solid [41]. Following the topology optimization problem defined in Eq. (3) (i.e. from
the extremal or desirable effective properties of materials to inversely design the RVE micro-structure [14,39], different micro-architectures of scaffold can be obtained by adjusting $w_i$ and $w_p$, providing fairly distinct combinations of effective stiffness and permeability properties.

2.2. Degradation model

Let us consider a biodegradable polymer matrix that is uniformly discretized into a number of degradation elements to represent three different states of 'hydrolysable' ($\chi_1 = 1$), 'hydrolyzed' ($\chi_2 = 0.001$) and 'void' ($\chi_3 = 0$). It is assumed that, the size distribution and density of polymer chains are approximately uniform throughout the scaffold matrix as long as the number of elements is sufficiently large. Variable $\chi$ can be thus viewed as either the normalized average molecular weight or mass of local polymer matrix [22]. The scaffold matrix is assumed to be fully immersed in water at the initial state ($t = 0$). When the water molecules attack the chain bonds, hydrolysis reaction takes place. The normalized molecular weight loss can be modeled in a first-order kinetic process [42], as

$$M_l^0 = 1 - e^{-Mt}$$  

(5)

where $t$ is the degradation rate constant that can be determined by a linear regression of known experimental data [43]. Based on the established stochastic degradation theory [42], the time-dependent average molecular weight loss of $M_l^0$ can be predicted by the first-order Erlang stochastic process [44]. In the scaffold scenarios, there is substantial volume of initial pore space, which makes the probability density function $P(t)$ be calculated as [22]

$$P(t, f) = \frac{\lambda e^{-\lambda t}}{t^{n-1}}$$  

(6)

where $V_0$ and $V(t)$ are the volume fractions of polymer matrix at time 0 and $t$, respectively. Note that $V(t)$ compensates the reduction of volume fraction due to degradation for calculating $P(t)$. For each run of determining the hydrolysis state (variable $\chi$) for a hydrolysable element, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated. If the random number is less than $P(t)$, this element is considered to be hydrolyzed and its state variable $\chi$ becomes 0.001 at the following time step. In contrast, if the random number is greater than $P(t)$, this element remains unchanged and will participate in the stochastic hydrolysis in the following steps.

The in vitro tests have demonstrated that the acid byproducts generated from hydrolysis reaction inside the polymer, the diffusion of these components is determined by the chain bonds, hydrolysis reaction takes place. The normalized molecular weight loss can be modeled by a first-order kinetic process [42], as

$$M_l^0 = 1 - e^{-Mt}$$  

(5)

where $\lambda$ is the degradation rate constant that can be determined by a linear regression of known experimental data [43]. Based on the established stochastic degradation theory [42], the time-dependent average molecular weight loss of $M_l^0$ can be predicted by the first-order Erlang stochastic process [44]. In the scaffold scenarios, there is substantial volume of initial pore space, which makes the probability density function $P(t)$ be calculated as [22]

$$P(t, f) = \frac{\lambda e^{-\lambda t}}{t^{n-1}}$$  

(6)

where $V_0$ and $V(t)$ are the volume fractions of polymer matrix at time 0 and $t$, respectively. Note that $V(t)$ compensates the reduction of volume fraction due to degradation for calculating $P(t)$. For each run of determining the hydrolysis state (variable $\chi$) for a hydrolysable element, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated. If the random number is less than $P(t)$, this element is considered to be hydrolyzed and its state variable $\chi$ becomes 0.001 at the following time step. In contrast, if the random number is greater than $P(t)$, this element remains unchanged and will participate in the stochastic hydrolysis in the following steps.

The in vitro tests have demonstrated that the acid byproducts generated from hydrolysis reaction of some commonly-used biodegradable polymers, e.g. PLA and PLGA, are hydrolytic catalysts. Such an autocatalysis effect can accelerate local hydrolysis reaction, thus affecting the degradation rate of scaffold [45,46]. To account for this effect, the concentration of hydrolyzed monomers $C_m$ is calculated as

$$C_m = C_m^0 + \frac{\partial C_m}{\partial t} - \frac{\partial C_m^0}{\partial t}$$  

(7)

where $C_m^0$ and $C_m$ are the nodal values of $C_m$ in a degraded element and before the hydrolysis reaction, respectively, and $n$ is the number of nodes for a single degradation element. After the monomers and oligomers are released from the hydrolysis reaction inside the polymer, the diffusion of these components is determined by the Fick's second law,

$$\frac{\partial C_m}{\partial t} = D_n \nabla^2 C_m + S(t)$$  

(8)

where $D_n$ is the diffusivity of degraded products depending on the extent of local hydrolysis as $D_n = \frac{D_n^0 e^{(\Delta \chi/0.001)}}{\Delta \chi}$ and $S(t)$ is the source term of released monomers generated by the hydrolysis reaction.

As a result, we consider the final degradation process in twofold: (1) a fundamental hydrolysis without autocatalysis; (2) an accelerating effect due to autocatalysis governed by the diffusion interior acid catalyst. According to the studies by Lam et al. [46] and von Burkersroda et al. [47], the autocatalysis follows an exponential relation to the fundamental hydrolysis. Thus the total accelerated probability density function $P_f$ can be formulated as

$$P_f = P_f^a + P_f + P_f^b + \beta \left( e^{\Delta t} - 1 \right)$$  

(9)

where $P_f$ and $P_f^b$ are the probability components due to the fundamental hydrolysis and autocatalysis, respectively, $\lambda$ is an autocatalysis-free degradation rate constant. As stated above, the extent of autocatalysis is governed by a diffusion process, which largely depends on the size and configuration of polymeric device, implying the importance of scaffold design. Note that autocatalysis parameter $\beta$ plays a role in regulating the autocatalysis contribution, which allows us to better match the modeling result to the known experimental data. For the detailed description and the examples on drug delivery microparticles and scaffolds of the degradation model used herein, interested readers are referred to our recent paper [22].

3. Results and discussion

In this study, a 50:50 PLGA is used as the matrix material of scaffolds in the following examples. The autocatalysis-free degradation rate constant $\lambda$, initial diffusivity of degraded products $D_n^0$ and materials constant $R_m$ are set as 0.02 day$^{-1}$, 0.53 $\times$ 10$^{-7}$ mm$^2$/s and 7.69, respectively [22,47,49]. The size of RVE in each dimension is chosen as 1 mm. From the previous study, $\beta$ is set as 1 to address the autocatalysis effect [22]. Each element is considered to have 6 lattice points in the $x$, $y$ and $z$ directions, respectively. The differentiation probability $p_0$ of mature MSCs is set as 0.3 for each iteration (day) [32]. In order to generate the physiological mechanical stimulus, two rigid plates are placed at one pair of surfaces in the base-cell model. Although a specific value of physiological compressive pressure has not been firmly known yet and sometimes even differs from individual to individual, tissue to tissue, and scaffold to scaffold, the compressive loading in general functional status of cancellous bone is in a range of 0.5–10 MPa [50]. Meanwhile, as suggested in literature [51], 1 MPa external pressure is applied along the $y$ axis in 2D models and the $x$ axis in 3D models as the external mechanical stimuli in this study.

The diffusion-reaction polymer degradation and physical fields for calculating the stimulus $S$ are computed in the element-level of base-cell model, while the mechano-regulatory MSC proliferation
and differentiation are calculated in the lattice-level. The homogenization method is used here to estimate the effective (bulk or macroscopic) properties of entire tissue-scaffold system (i.e. multi-RVEs structure) from the base-cell model.

### 3.1. 2D models: scaffold in strut framework

As the first example, the scaffolds in strut framework that are fabricated by the fused deposition modeling (FDM) technique are used in this section [52]. An RVE of cross-sectional configuration in scaffold strut network is chosen as the region of interest, as illustrated in Fig. 1, where the periodic boundary conditions are applied to mimic the micro-architectural periodicity. In order to show the effect of scaffold architecture on tissue regeneration, two representative groups of tests are carried out herein. The first group includes two scaffolds that have circular and rectangular cross-sectional shapes of rods with 80% porosity; and the second group contains the scaffolds that have the circular cross-section but different porosities of 80%, 65% and 50%, respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the tissue ingrowth in scaffolds with rectangular and circular configurations, respectively. At the early stage (day 15), the fibrous tissue starts to generate adjacent to the interface of scaffold matrix (dark region in the upper-left and right schematic diagrams) in the both cases due to a higher shear strain therein, while the cartilage forms an ‘X’-shaped pattern. As the scaffold degrades, more neo-tissue is found in the core region which gradually fills the void of hydrolyzed elements inside the scaffold matrix. It is observed that after 60 days the tissue-scaffold systems in both cases become stable when the majority of polymer matrix completes its degradation and the newly-formed tissue becomes mature. Regarding the tissue ingrowth inside the degraded voids of scaffold matrix, the formation of neo-tissue exhibits considerably random characteristics due to the stochastic nature of degradation model. However, since the mechanical stiffness of scaffold strut is much higher than that of granulation tissue, most of MSCs that migrate and proliferate inside the matrix may differentiate into osteoblasts due to a lower shear strain therein, potentially forming the bony tissue in the due course.

To further investigate the effect of scaffold design on tissue regeneration, two other cases with 50% and 65% porosity are also presented, as illustrated in Fig. 3. It can be seen that, apart from the region of polymer matrix, the patterns of neo-tissue generation in these three different cases fairly resemble due to the similar mechanical and fluidic fields (the two key contributors for

---

**Fig. 1.** Schematic diagram of PLGA scaffold in strut frame. An RVE of cross-sectional configuration is chosen as the region of interest (red domain), where periodic boundary conditions are applied on the RVE boundaries to mimic the periodicity of scaffold. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

**Fig. 2.** The mechanobiological evolutions of PLGA scaffold in the strut frames (porosity = 80%). Upper-left and right schematic diagrams shows the configuration of scaffold RVE (dark region represents polymer matrix). (a) Rectangular cross-section. (b) Circular cross-section.
determining the mechanobiological stimulus $S$ as defined in Eq. (10)) within similar scaffold architectures. In the highest porosity case (80% as in Fig. 2(b)), majority of bony tissue distributes at the peripheral region. While in the low porosity cases (Fig. 3), a considerable portion of neo-bone is regenerated inside the hydrolyzed voids.

For the biodegradable scaffold, it is expected that the regenerated tissues can gradually replace the degraded scaffold matrix and maintain the multi-functionality, e.g. mechanical support and fluidic transport, during degradation and regeneration. Hence, the effective properties are of particular importance in characterizing the performance of tissue-scaffold systems. By applying the homogenization procedure on RVE construct as given in Eqs. (1,2), the evolutions of normalized effective properties (i.e. the macroscopic properties of the entire scaffold structure), specifically, mechanical stiffness and fluidic permeability, are plotted in Fig. 4. Since there is no tissue differentiation taking place in the first 7 days due to the MSC maturation process, the hydrolysis reaction dominates the evolution of construct. As a result, the effective mechanical stiffness gradually decreases in the first 20 days (Fig. 4(a,c)). As neo-tissue becomes mature and acts as load-bearing tissue, the effective stiffness of entire tissue-scaffold systems gradually increases in particular after 50 days, finally approaching the maxima at day 75. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (d), the effective permeability in the both cases increases significantly after day 8 and gradually approaches their maxima around 35–40 days. The time difference of reaching the corresponding maxima of the effective stiffness and permeability is mainly due to the cell maturation process, where the existing study has shown that the elasticity modulus of cells during maturation process increases exponentially with time (60 days to reach the maximum in this study), while the permeable capacity of cells exhibits little change during maturation [53]. In addition, from Table 1, it is found that the shear stiffness appears more strengthened than the normal components in the both $x$ and $y$ directions. By day 70, the stiffness component in the $x$ direction is approximately two times higher than that in the $y$ direction due to the mono-directional external loading applied.

Regarding the role of scaffold configuration on the regenerative process (Fig. 4(a,b) and Table 1), it should be noted that the effective normal stiffness in the $y$ direction is much higher in the rectangular scaffold than that in the circular scaffold, while the $x$-directional normal and shear components have no distinct differences. Moreover, the effective permeabilities in $x$ and $y$ directions are both higher in the rectangular scaffold than those in the circular scaffold for the same porosity (80%). Concerning the role of scaffold porosity, as shown in Fig. 4(c,d) and Table 1, it can be observed that the effective stiffness components $C_{xx}$ and $G_{xy}$ become higher at day 75 when the porosity decreases from 80% to 50%, whereas the initial stiffness at day 0 is much lower in the highly-porous scaffolds. Such findings raise a vital yet challenging issue for scaffold micro-architecture design, i.e. how to choose the porosity/architecture to maintain the desired effective properties during degradation and regeneration. If the porosity in initial scaffold architecture is too high, the use of less polymeric material may lead to a lower effective stiffness in the early stage of regeneration process, which may not be preferable for supporting external mechanical loading and stimulating tissue regeneration. On the other hand, a higher porosity provides a higher effective permeability, which may better promote bony tissue generation. Consequently, the effective stiffness could be even higher after regeneration. Thus, the ongoing effective properties of tissue-scaffold construct over the entire regenerative process seem more indicative for evaluating the performance of scaffold designs.

Fig. 3. The mechanobiological evolutions of PLGA scaffold in the strut frames with circular cross-sections. Upper-left and right schematic diagrams shows the configuration of scaffold RVE (dark region represents polymer matrix). (a) Porosity = 65%. (b) Porosity = 50%.
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Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows the percentages of various cell phenotypes in different scaffold designs. Comparing the cell percentages in different configurations, it is found that the circular scaffold generates more cartilage than the rectangular one. There is also a notable difference in bone formation at day 60. As illustrated in Fig. 5(b), the porosity also plays an important role in determining the scaffold performance. When the scaffolds have the same configuration, increase in porosity would lead to a larger percentage of bone formation, which correlates to the findings in effective stiffness as shown in Fig. 4(c).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Rectangular Cross-section (80%)</th>
<th>Circular Cross-section (80%)</th>
<th>Circular Cross-section (65%)</th>
<th>Circular Cross-section (50%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Day 0</td>
<td>Day 75</td>
<td>Day 0</td>
<td>Day 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness $C_{xx}$</td>
<td>186.82</td>
<td>1302.2</td>
<td>184.22</td>
<td>1297.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness $C_{yy}$</td>
<td>186.69</td>
<td>605.09</td>
<td>184.18</td>
<td>463.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness $G_{xy}$</td>
<td>46.724</td>
<td>437.40</td>
<td>46.053</td>
<td>436.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeability $P_x$</td>
<td>0.8548</td>
<td>25.111</td>
<td>0.8603</td>
<td>24.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeability $P_y$</td>
<td>0.8544</td>
<td>27.943</td>
<td>0.8605</td>
<td>27.052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 4.** The normalized effective mechanical stiffness and fluidic permeability of different scaffolds during regenerative process. (a–b) Scaffolds with rectangular and circular cross-sections (porosity = 80%). (c–d) Scaffolds with circular cross-section in 80% 65% and 50% porosities.

### 3.2. 3D models: optimized scaffold micro-architectures

#### 3.2.1. Multi-objective topology optimization of scaffold micro-architecture

As aforementioned, scaffold should provide a desirable biomechanical environment with a sufficient mechanical support and biological network for the functional tissues to be generated in vitro or in vivo. Following the formulation of maximizing the stiffness and permeability as in Eq. (3), a multi-objective topology optimization for biphasic base-cell micro-architectures is carried out in
this section. Typically, the Young’s modulus \( (E) \) of scaffold matrix (solid phase) made of biodegradable polymer material is significantly higher than that of the biological substances such as granulation tissue in the ‘void phase’, while the permeability \( (P) \) exhibits an opposite behavior. We adopt the dimensionless Young’s modulus and permeability as per the factors of the differences between polymer and biological substance (specifically, \( E_1 = 1000 \) and \( P_1 = 1 \) for scaffold phase; \( E_2 = 1 \) and \( P_2 = 1000 \) for pore phase) to represent the relative material properties for the biphasic optimization [5]. By changing two weighting factors \( w_s \) and \( w_p \) in Eq. (3), a series of optimal base-cell structures \( (V_c = 60\%) \) with different effective properties can be obtained as shown in the normalized Pareto plot in Fig. 6. It is clear that the strong competition between stiffness and permeability criteria creates a convex Pareto front when changing the weighting factor \( w_s \) from 0 to 1 with an increment of 0.04. In this exercise, the normalizing parameter \( C^* \) is chosen as the effective stiffness with \( w_s = 1 \), while \( P^* \) is the effective permeability with \( w_p = 0 \). For a full permeability design \( (w_s = 0) \), the scaffold material [blue/dark] is isolated by permeable substance and forms some periodic polymeric spheres to maximize fluidic transport. As \( w_s \) increases, stiffer material gradually forms a scaffolding architecture to enhance the mechanical support. When \( w_s = 1 \) (the full stiffness design), an orthogonal structure emerges to maximize the stiffness.

In tissue engineering, both stiffness and permeability criteria are important. On the one hand, numerous studies have shown that the mechanical stiffness of scaffold should match or at least be within a certain allowable range of host tissue [1], meaning that the tissue-scaffold system should bear the external loading properly to avoid either mechanical failure or stress shielding. On the other hand, the scaffold should provide a cell-favored environment allowing transporting oxygen/nutrients and metabolites. Nevertheless, how to balance these two criteria for better regenerative outcome necessitates further detailed studies. It is noted that the scaffolds with a higher \( w_s \) (e.g. \( w_s > 0.92 \)) have insufficient permeability, while those with a lower \( w_s \) (i.e. \( w_s < 0.48 \)) exhibit rather weak scaffolding connectivity; both should not be considered here. We thus choose three representative scaffold RVEs from the Pareto

![Normalized stiffness objective vs. normalized permeability objective for different weighting factors.](image)

**Fig. 6.** Pareto front of the 3D biphasic multi-objective topology optimization of scaffold micro-architecture. Six representative designs with different \( w_s \) are shown, where the polymer phase is displayed. Three cases in different effective properties are shown for further investigations (case 1: \( w_s = 0.48 \); case 2: \( w_s = 0.64 \); case 3: \( w_s = 0.92 \)).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( w_s/w_p )</th>
<th>Initial effective stiffness ((C_{xx}/C_{yy}/C_{zz}/G_{xy}/G_{yz}/G_{xz}))</th>
<th>Initial effective permeability ((P_x/P_y/P_z))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>0.48/0.52</td>
<td>282.51/281.36/282.53/64.97/65.01/65.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>0.64/0.36</td>
<td>301.37/301.11/300.67/66.73/66.75/66.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>0.92/0.08</td>
<td>320.47/321.41/322.04/70.78/71.40/71.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 7. The mechanobiological evolutions of different scaffold architectures for three representative cases (porosity – 40%). (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2. (c) Case 3.
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front in Fig. 6 (i.e. $w_s = 0.48, 0.64$ and $0.92$, whose effective properties are listed in Table 2), to examine their tissue regenerative capabilities subject to degradation, thereby exploring the roles of stiffness and permeability criteria in the design of scaffold micro-architecture.

3.2.2. Tissue regeneration in optimal scaffold micro-architectures

Based on the abovementioned multi-objective topology optimization, three representative scaffold micro-architectural designs are further explored by the polymeric degradation and mechano-regulatory tissue regeneration models herein. Firstly, the micro-architectural evolutions of tissue-scaffold systems during regeneration are examined. Fig. 7 shows the neo-tissue growth in different scaffold designs. It can be seen that in these three cases, majority of fibroblasts is formed in the region close to the polymer matrix in the beginning. As the matrix material degrades, MSCs start penetrating into the polymer voids, where neo-tissue can be generated as long as the nutrients can sufficiently diffuse through.

When most of the scaffold matrix is degraded after 70 days, the initial polymer phase is mainly occupied by newly-generated tissues. It should be mentioned that, to better show the distribution of different cell phenotypes, only the elements with relative cell density higher than 20% are displayed in Fig. 7. Nevertheless, in all these three cases, majority of fibroblasts is formed in the region close to the polymer matrix in the beginning. As the matrix material degrades, MSCs start penetrating into the polymer voids, where neo-tissue can be generated as long as the nutrients can sufficiently diffuse through.

When most of the scaffold matrix is degraded after 70 days, the initial polymer phase is mainly occupied by newly-generated tissues. It should be mentioned that, to better show the distribution of different cell phenotypes, only the elements with relative cell density higher than 20% are displayed in Fig. 7. Nevertheless, in all these three cases, neo-tissues are gradually substituting the hydrolyzed scaffold matrix. Therefore, MSCs enter into those voids through migration and proliferation, followed by cellular maturation and further mechano-regulatory activities. As such, newly-generated tissues would considerably take the load-bearing capacity that the original scaffold structure has.

Based upon these three different ratios of stiffness/permeability criteria, the micro-architectural design plays a certain role in determining the regenerative pattern and layout of cell phenotypes, thus affecting the effective properties of tissue-scaffold systems. For case 1 ($w_s = 0.48$) (Fig. 7(a)), despite a lower initial effective stiffness (Table 2), the distribution of regenerated osteoblasts exhibits a good connectivity due to sufficient permeability, leading to a better interconnected bony structure. As $w_s$ increases, lower permeability (e.g. Case 3 as illustrated in Fig. 7(c)) results in some disconnected neo-bony tissue in the lateral ($y$ and $z$) directions, which would weaken the effective stiffness and strength in those directions when the scaffold further degrades.

Fig. 8 illustrates the evolutions of effective stiffness and permeability during scaffold degradation and tissue ingrowth. Due to the double-symmetry of scaffold micro-architectures under compressive loading along the $x$ axis, the effective stiffness and permeability tensors are almost double-symmetrical (despite the random characteristics of degradation model), i.e. the components are the same in the $y$ and $z$ directions but different in the $x$ direction. In the first 20 days, since the hydrolysis is weakening the polymeric matrix, all components of effective stiffness decrease. As neo-tissues develop, the normal and shear effective stiffnesses of entire tissue-scaffold system gradually increase. Regarding the effective permeability, all the components remain almost constant in the first 7 days since the hydrolysis reaction that mainly takes place inside the polymer matrix makes less contribution to the
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effective permeability. As degradation evolves inside the scaffold material, the newly-generated tissue substances that have a higher permeability enhance this effective property significantly.

It is again illustrated in Fig. 8 that, the stiffness/permeability criteria for scaffold micro-architectural design have a considerable impact on the time-dependent effective properties during tissue regeneration. It can be seen from Fig. 8(b) and (c) that Case 1 ($w_s = 0.48$, which has a lower initial effective stiffness) presents higher normal and shear stiffnesses than Case 3 ($w_s = 0.92$) after 50 days and the difference widens more significantly after 70 days, which correlates to the results obtained in 2D examples. For the effective permeability, on the other hand, although the differences of initial permeabilities among these three cases as shown in Table 2 are small, almost 20% difference of effective permeability can be observed after 70 days as illustrated in Fig. 8(a). As $w_s$ increases (e.g. from Case 1 to Case 3, i.e. more emphasis is made on the stiffness criterion), the effective permeabilities in all the three directions decrease notably. Furthermore, Fig. 9 shows the percentages of cell phenotypes in the different design cases during regeneration. It can be seen that, as the emphasis on the permeability increases (i.e. from Case 3 to Case 1), the corresponding design has more osteoblasts (approximately 15%) differentiated from MSCs.

Interestingly, it is noted that although Case 1 ($w_s = 0.48$) has a lower stiffness in the initial design due to more emphasis on the permeability design ($w_p = 0.52$), it exhibits a good connectivity of regenerated bony tissue structures, thereby presenting higher effective properties in both stiffness and permeability in the final tissue-scaffold system. Also it promotes the regenerative effectiveness and results in more bone formation than the other two cases with higher $w_s$. This may suggest that, as long as the scaffold stiffness meets the requirement for mechanical support, increasing the permeability of scaffold design can be useful. In other words, the permeability criterion plays a more significant role than the stiffness one to enhance the performance of scaffold micro-architecture in terms of tissue regeneration outcome.

4. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, a mathematical model was proposed to assess the role of scaffold architectures on tissue regeneration outcome by
considering continuous polymer degradation and tissue ingrowth. Firstly, the multi-objective topology optimization was implemented to obtain a series of scaffold architectures that have different effective stiffness and permeability combinations. Secondly, the degradation of scaffold matrix is modeled as a stochastic hydrolysis process enhanced by the diffusion-controlled autocatalysis. Finally, the mechano-regulatory tissue regeneration model was employed to explore the healing process within the optimized biodegradable scaffolds. To reveal the interplay characteristics among mechanical environment, bio-chemical process and scaffold architecture, simultaneously modeling the time-dependent scaffold degradation and mechanobiological tissue regeneration is essential to evaluate the dynamic performance of scaffolds. The illustrative examples showed that the design of scaffold architecture has a significant impact on the tissue regeneration outcome in terms of the effective properties of tissue-scaffold systems via the homogenization method, thus demonstrated the necessities in compromising with the different criteria in scaffold micro-structural design, before being fabricated via rapid prototyping technique, e.g. solid free-form fabrication. Under certain stiffness, the permeability criterion seems to play a more noteworthy role in determining the regenerative performance of tissue-scaffold systems. The study on the interactive process of scaffold degradation and tissue growth provided some new insights into the micro-structural design of biodegradable scaffold for tissue engineering. Further work can be devoted to investigate the effects of both bulk degradation and surface erosion of biodegradable polymer scaffold on the mechanobiological regenerative process.
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